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About Me

PhD from Michigan State University, Postdoc at UIUC

● extensive experience with interdisciplinary 
research and education.

Open Source experience with the OpenWorm 
Foundation, Orthogonal Research and Education Lab, 
eLife Ambassadors, eLife Innovation Leaders, ASAPBio, 
and Mozilla Open Leaders.

● community building and project management.

Interest in open-source research, publication, and 
education/outreach.



Why do we have a 
Community?
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Why do we “Work Open”?

Requires a shift in perspective
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Why should I contribute?
Professional advancement

● Be part of an organization (put work in portfolio, on CV).

● Build up expertise and network with same, other specialties.

Social Capital

● build resources used by others, attribution and academic citation.

Collective Maintenance

● make an initial contribution, others will collectively edit and update 

(pooled expertise).



Developing an “ethos” of 
open-source:

Productivity, copying and 
sharing (forking), idea genealogy 
(program history), and the social 
implications (capital and 
contracts). 



Safer Illinois Fork Tree
(November 2020)
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Health Building Block 
Fork Tree

(November 2020)



Long-term Vision for 
Community



INTERNAL CONTRIBUTORS
(Rokwire Employees)

EXTERNAL CONTRIBUTORS
(Collaborators, Pull Requestors)

BROADER COMMUNITY
(Stakeholders, Users)

Easier to develop components

Harder to develop components

Bulk of non-technical contributions



Sources of Contributors

Potential Magnitude of Contribution

Potential Number of Contributors

New Rokwire 
employees

Public Inquiries (website form, 
social media) Classes, departments, and 

interest groups on campus

Promotional tie-ins (pandemic 
response, smart communities, open 

houses)

Interactors (community calls, 
chats, virtual environments)



Interaction Infrastructure
Routes to open-source education, engagement, and 

technology adoption



From Onboarding to Engagement

Community Tools for 
Onboarding and Orientation

Engage with Content

Educational
Collaboration

Engage with Community
Productivity

Research/Technical
Collaboration



Aurora, IL: engaging the broader community 

Build an app around the needs of a large, diverse 
community. 

Manage constituent services (live streaming, 
combining existing apps into a more efficient 
service).

Communication across community: awareness 
of local events and resources, connect 
entrepreneurs.

Responding to emerging trends and latent needs 
in the community.



Interactions with education opportunities (Alchemy 
Foundry) campus units (ECE, Siebel Center for Design) 
and communities (Aurora, IL).

Advertise specific events, onboard interested 
participants.

● once they are engaged in the community, serves 
as a entry point into other activities.

● attract a wide range of contributors (coders, 
design-oriented people, no particular area).

● casual interactions can lead to more intense 
engagement. 



User Interaction Design

#hci in the Rokwire Community 

Slack: https://launchpass.com/rokwirecommunity/

Discord: https://launchpass.com/rokwire-community

https://launchpass.com/rokwirecommunity/
https://launchpass.com/rokwire-community


Interdisciplinarity

What disciplines feed into developing Rokwire
(coding and non-coding applications).

● exciting opportunities in CSx.

● find new opportunities for collaboration, creation.



Multi-tech Applications

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Augmented Reality (layers of 
context-awareness), Crowd (Agent-based) Simulations, Social 
Media Content Curation (finding relevant content).



Future Student Interaction

iSchool interns: develop a virtual reality infrastructure (meeting spaces, modeling 
and simulation).

Alchemy Foundry: various projects (Aurora App, etc).

Google Summer of Code: data science project, tools for customized development.

K-12 students: Rokwire for education, apps for managing remote learning. 



 Encouraging Broad Thinking about 
Sociotechnical Problems

Contributors think about smart cities education and potential 
user-centered applications in the context of Rokwire

Open-source 
Education

Attract Interested 
Parties

Get people involved 
in Rokwire
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(Sensor Networks, Internet of Things)
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Let's Get 
Thinking!

Learning from the state of things 
(Sensor Networks, Internet of Things)

Learning via Cell Phone 
(Mobile Learning)

Learning From the State of the World
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Community Standards

Internal and External contributors.

● different standards for employees, casual contributors.

● developing standards for documents, design elements, contribution pipelines.

Not everything that is Rokwire needs to be “open”.

● unplanned contributions to Rokwire repositories may not always be a good thing.

Supervised open-source:  

● engage groups of people, invite to contribute to a specific repository, project.
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What can we do to get Rokwire open-source 
activity to a critical mass?

Hourly students (strategically placed) can 
help drive forward open-source

Safer Illinois based on 
Open-source platform, leverage 
success of Safer to bootstrap 
Rokwire Community participation.

Participate in departmental 
seminars, public lectures to get 
students and faculty interested 
in Rokwire Community.



Ways In Which We Are 
Engaging Community



Onboarding Process

Wiki: https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki

Onboarding Guide: 
https://rokwirecommunity.substack.com/p/onboarding-guide-to-rokwire-community

Newsletter: subscribe via badge, blog, Github repo, or inquiry from http://rokwire.org

Redundancies are good: helps community members 
participate and access docs in multiple ways. 

https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/wiki
https://rokwirecommunity.substack.com/p/onboarding-guide-to-rokwire-community
http://rokwire.org


https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/blob/master/README.md

https://github.com/rokwire/rokwire-community/blob/master/README.md






Newsletter (biweekly)



Code and documentation 
contributions







Blogging supplemented by 
videos: ways to communicate 
open-source values, common 
themes, tutorials, etc.

“Open-source Ethos” video (https://youtu.be/r4nCmCojOcg)
 
“Striving for Issue 0” blogpost (http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/10/21/striving-for-issue- 
0-why-do-we-have-a-community/)

https://youtu.be/r4nCmCojOcg
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/10/21/striving-for-issue-0-why-do-we-have-a-community/
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/10/21/striving-for-issue-0-why-do-we-have-a-community/


Wiki (featuring the Rokwire Dictionary)



November-December 2020
(Internal Contributors)

Structure of Contributions
in an Open-source Community



March 2016 - January 2020

Structure of Contributions
in an Open-source Community



Rokwire Demo at Local 
Maker Space

Power User Issues 
Pull Request

Departmental 
Seminar

Successful Completion of Golang 
Tutorial

Navigating the concentric 
layers of Rokwire 
Community flow structure.

Blogpost (Targeting in a Layered Community):
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/
12/10/targeting-in-a-layered-open-source-co
mmunity/

http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/12/10/targeting-in-a-layered-open-source-community/
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/12/10/targeting-in-a-layered-open-source-community/
http://publish.illinois.edu/bradly-alicea/2020/12/10/targeting-in-a-layered-open-source-community/
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How to make the community sustainable?

1) Community calls, events, and sustained interaction.

2) find and support development opportunities (Aurora App, Ideathons).

3) continual maintenance of community resources and empowering community members to 
create resources.

4) Short- to medium-term research projects (via STRAT Lab).

5) Rokwire-adjacent initiatives (virtual worlds, simulations, data science, interdisciplinary 
education).



Making cutting-edge (or 
highly customizable) things!

Norbert Wiener and his Animat

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norbert_Wiener
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animat


Blog

Onboarding Guide WebGithub

Wiki

Website: http://rokwirecommunity.web.illinois.edu

Github: http://www.github.com/rokwire

Community Calls and Public Events coming soon!

Newsletter

http://rokwirecommunity.web.illinois.edu
http://www.github.com/rokwire

